Project description: Global steel wastage effect on stability column has been evaluated with respect to column remaining buckling strength. Additional strengthening of column was specified and carried out on location to bring the allowable stress to within class rule requirements without immediate cropping and renewal of wasted steel.

R.E. scope of work
Rig Engineering has been tasked with reviewing, planned gauging campaign thickness readings, supplied to the owners by third party wall thickness gauging company. Stability column construction from main deck to pontoon and all secondary members within, are prepared for Finite Element Assessment, FEA. Local and global loadings supplied by owners are then applied and all operationally critical areas are evaluated. Where required and warranted, intermediate ring frame and additional strengthening members were designed and fabrication drawings supplied to owners to conclude the Special Periodical Survey repairs.

Engagement Condition
Upload your problem to us and give us relevant input to allow us to resolve your problem, we will need:
1. As built of structure to create 3D FEA model.
2. Static and environmental loads of rig.
3. Gauging reports showing wastage percentage.
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